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I.

Introduction

Philosophers as well as modern scientists have failed so far in proving beyond doubt ,the secret behind
creation, existence and destruction of galaxies. (A galaxy is a perfect unit of the Universe) That is why, modern
man is still entangled in incomplete theories. A hypothetical model to overcome this dilemma, is introduced in
this text, as Chain Bang theory.
Some of the topics discussed are: The origin of space time entity, the secret behind the origin of galaxies, the
composition of galaxies, non –linear expansion of galaxies, reason behind the revolution of planets and stars,
solstice and the reason behind it, why the crustal plates of earth float etc.
All the topics are discussed with perfect harmony. The ideas described in this text will definitely
provide a clear and doubtless picture about the origin of our Galaxy that are unknown to the present world.
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Summary Of The Text
The prime topic of this text is the hypothetical model of ‘how a galaxy is created, how it exists, and how it
comes to an end.
A galaxy is a wholesome and unique unit of the Universe.
One neutron-sphere explosion is essential for the creation of each galaxy. The Big Bang Theory suit to a
galaxy only, not to the entire Universe.
The Universe consists of trillions of galaxies.
Each galaxy originates, exists and disappears in its own space-time.
The energy released during the destruction of a galaxy increases the density of the Super-String. As the
density attains a certain limit, the super string generates quarks. Quarks make atoms, and atoms create
neutron sphere.
A certain quantity of pressure is required for the combination of quarks, to form a neutron sphere. The
deviation of energy and matter in the space provides this pressure.
As negative and positive quarks combine, they are destroyed their individuality. The struggle to escape
from this death, generates the ‘death movement’. Along with its movement, begins time. This movement
continues in zero gravity. Following time, space (or atom) is created.
As the mass of a neutron sphere increased to that of our Milky Way, the atom at the centre exploded. Thus
originated the Milky Way. This is true for other galaxies too.
Since the sphere that exploded was a rotating one, the parts spread out in four directions, instead of
spreading in six directions.If an un revolving mass explode, its parts spreads only like the sun’s rays travels.
If happened so every galaxy had no centre.
Our galaxy exists in four arms. This proves that, Milky Way split in to mainly four parts during its
formation and continues to expand along these four arms.
With liberation, each part got its own independent centre. Due to gravitational force, nuclear fission
continues in each of these centers. Each of the hand extends outwards, until there is not enough mass left
for further nuclear fissions.
During the series of explosions, some parts move towards the space where the primary sphere was. They
collide with one another to stabilize the centre of the Milky Way. The parts which move sided to the arms
cause the disc-like shape of the galaxy. The parts which move outside cause the non-linear occurred
expansion of the galaxy. That is one fourth to the primordial centre, two fourth to the disc and one forth to
outward expansion.
As a galaxy wither away in the end, its space-time entity terminates (the manifest became unmanifest with
in the period of Brahman time)
The unmanifest energy transforms into anthoer galaxy and creates a new space time entity.
Scientists claim that the gravitational force is that which make the planets and stars revolve. But this
concept is wrong. Because collisions are happening in every galaxy. If stars and planets revolving and
moving in specific path, there must not happen any collisions.
The Death –movement of the quarks is that make the planets and stars revolve. In Vedic philosophy, this
force is called Kundalini Shakthi (‘Shakthi means force).
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18. Anything that comes under the influence of gravitational force collapse. The high speed of planets, stars
and satellites helps them to escape from the influence of gravitational attraction. The speed is provided by
the death-movement.
Diagramatic Represtation Of Chain Bang – Theory
Both the ancient Indian philosophy and the modern science have the same opinion that the invisible
nature is the reason behind visible nature. Their opinions differ only in the structure and distribution of visible
nature. A figure is shown below in which the structure and distribution of invisibility and visibility are shown,
without considering the differences in philosophy and science .In the figure, line AX represents the invisibility
and line XB represents the visibility, in their completeness. From this figure, we can gain knowledge of the
stand-points of science and philosophy. The harmony and disharmony between them also can be analyzed. The
completeness of energy is there, both in the invisibility and visibility. So, any energy level can be included here.
As we are aware now, visible nature is a product of invisible nature. According to science, the basic
matter is ‘super-string’. They from ‘quarks’. There are 2 kinds of quarks. ‘UP Quarks’ with positive charge and
‘Down Quarks’ with negative charge. If two up Quarks combine with a Down Quark, a positively charged quark
forms. When 2 Down Quarks combine with one UP Quark, a negatively charged quark is formed. When such a
positive quark combines with a negative quark, visible matter is produced.

These quarks combine together in various fashions, causing diversity in matter, thus formed. The
quarks known as ‘Charmed’, ‘strange’, ‘Bottom’ and ‘Top’ give intensity to this diversity. This is how nature
gains its unnaturalism. Fusina of China called such positive energy as Yang and negative energy as Yin. He
introduced these energies as a pair of dragons, contained within a circle. If one dragon loses energy, the other
one provides it the adequate share of energy.
This is the foremost model of matter or atom.

The First Model of Matter
As the positive and negative quarks combine together, matter is produced. That is, the quarks disappear
and a third entity appears, the matter. Combination of positive and negative quarks means, their death. The
struggle before this death causes motion. Motion creates time. Since this struggle is the first phenomenon in the
universe, we can assume that ‘time’ is also the first phenomenon in the universe.
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Along with the death of quarks, ‘space’ is formed. As positive – negative quarks combine together to
become one, they lose their differences, and a sphere with uniformity of space is evolved. This process is given
in the figure shown below. The peculiarity of this space is that, it continues its Death Movement. Since the
rotation of our Milky Way galaxy is towards the left, we can assume that the Death Movement is towards left.
By ‘Vikaram’ and pressure, quarks combine together and become a part of ‘Neutron sphere’ [The
Supreme Soul] or The Primary Mass [or the space - Time] and expands to equal to the energy of our galaxy, at
such a stage of the Brahmam or Mass, it explodes.
The Primary Mass had split to four parts, prior to its explosion. The mass that was split thus, is shown
in the next figure.
Neutron Sphere Splits into Four Parts by the Primary Explosion

Neutron Sphere that Moves Apart in Four Directions

Figure No.6 shows the four parts of mass that cause the four ‘Hasthams’ [hands], which move away
from one another in four directions.
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Each of these four parts, again splits into four parts in the second stage of explosion.

During this second stage, the Primary Mass Centre is created again. Along with that, the part of the mass
in the maternal side moves towards the matenal spherical part, and the parts at the sides change into two arms
and the part at the opposite side becomes the long exterior arm. Chain of explosions happen after this 2nd stage
of explosion.
In fig.7, the parts that are marked as 1, move towards the maternal mass region. The parts marked as 2,
move to the sides. Parts that are marked as 3, move outwards.
Since masses rotate according to the Death Movement, each mass not only rotates in its own zodiac, but
revolve around its own maternal mass. The superior Mother Masses are revolved around, by their own offsprings.
The model of the plausible tertiary explosion

Fig 7A
Now Our Galaxy existing, moving and rotating like this plan view
It is shown in fig 7A that, the 1st parts veerate Brahmam [The Centre of the galaxy]. The second parts
provide the disc-like shape to the galaxies. Third parts provide the curved expansion to the galaxies.
Serial explosions take place till each part attains a certain mass. During each explosion, one part moves
towards the maternal mass side, two parts to the sides and one part to the exterior. During such motions, parts
may collide with one another. Some get destroyed, and some combine together to form new masses.
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There are many kinds of galaxies – Spiral galaxies, Lenticular galaxies, Elliptical galaxies, irregular
galaxies, cluster galaxies, Globular Cluster galaxies etc. The reason behind such a variety, lies in the manner in
which the primary Mass [or the Brahmam or the Sphere] explodes. The figures given below show the structure
of our Milky Way galaxy as well as other galaxies. The Big Bang is not applicable to the origin of universe,
but only to the Galaxy. Each galaxies had its own sphere and
Chain bang or explosion. Fred Hoel, Jayanthu
Narlicker and Jeff Bridge proved that the cosmic microwave background radiation is not out come from the big
bang, but is from stars and reflections from molecular clouds.
Regarding a theory of the origin of the Galaxy ,we know and believe ,that there is only One Truth
behind all that we perceive ,experience and conceive. And that has to be the consistent Truth today, tomorrow
and forever.
Further details please visit www.sooryapublications.com.This is from the book ‘The Secrets behind the Origin
of Galaxies’ by Dharmaj Mitra.
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